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Ben Morton has an incredibly powerful story to tell. He shares with
audiences the leadership principles learned from his career in the
Army and with global businesses.
Leadership is less about the tools and models and more about
understanding what it really means to be a leader
Leadership is about personal sacriﬁce and putting the needs of
others ahead of your own
Leadership is both a great privilege and a great responsibility.

“

Leadership is both a
great privilege and a
great responsibility.
Ben Morton

Ben delivers highly emotional speeches, packed with personal experience
and points of reﬂection that leave his audiences with clear actions to take
away and apply.
He draws from personal leadership experience gained from operating on
the battleﬁeld and in the boardroom. Coupled with this he has 10 years’
experience of developing leaders and studying how people actually learn.

+44 (0)7980 802 373
ben-morton.com
ben@ben-morton.com
Ben Morton Leadership

@BenMortonLeadership
@BMLeadership
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“

I heard Ben deliver the most inspiring talk on
Leadership last week at the London Business
Network. If you are running a company and
want leaders to lead from the front, then
please ask Ben to show you how. It will be a
journey like you have never seen or
experienced before! Truly inspirational.
Francis West

Westtex Solutions

About Ben Morton
Ben is a graduate of the Royal Military Academy, Sandhurst. As a British
Army Captain he completed two tours of duty in Iraq. He moved into
business as Global Head of HR, World Challenge, later part of Tui Travel
and followed this with a period in the Tesco Leadership Academy.
Alongside his military and corporate career Ben has also led
expeditions around the world from places as diverse as the
Himalaya’s, European Alps and the Mongolian Steppe country.

“
“

Ben is the Founder of Ben Morton Leadership, a Chartered
Member of the CIPD and a Member of the Institute of Leadership
and Management.

Book Ben to speak on
Lifting the Mask on Leadership. How to strip out the complexities
of leadership and move away from a reliance on tools and models.
Getting back to the core principles of leadership and being the best,
most authentic version of ourselves as leaders.
The Three Secrets of Trust… that create high performing teams and will
lead people to do incredible things for each other and for their leaders.

Ben gave one of the most sobering and
thought - provoking lectures I've heard for
a long time - what a story to ﬁnish with!
Barry Cox

Merlin Entertainment

Ben is instantly credible and engaging. He has
that rare ability to draw on real life experiences,
talk about them in clear, simple language,
devoid of jargon, buzzwords and platitudes,
and relate them to the world of business and
indeed the bigger world beyond. Well worth
listening to, a leader to follow for sure.
Rodger Armstrong
Nosotros

“

Having worked with Ben I have personally
experienced the impact that he had on a
group of individuals which left them inspired
and motivated. His ability to bring to life the
concept of Leadership, Resilience and how to
motivate a team was indeed powerful. I know
that I will be calling on your skills again.’
Jenny Hawkins

Tesco Leadership and Capability manager

